Shamanic Herbal
Apprenticeship Course
Beginning February 2015
This course empowers people to work with their own
intuition and enable them to easily determine properties of
trees and plants. For those deeply interested in the NZ
Native Bush and Wild Plants- practitioners included.

This Herbal Apprenticeship is a unique course based on up-to-date herbal
research, traditional knowledge and Amy’s 20 years of experience in the
field. Her experience includes both teaching herbal medicine and
formulating extensive wild plant preparations, nature education and other
healing modalities in Canada, Holland, Costa Rica and NZ. Amy
continues to manage, manufacture and create new products for
PlantRhythms Ltd.
The Apprenticeship covers and is not limited to:
• Herbal Medicine Making
• Herbal Cooking & Wild Plant Nutrition,
Recipes
• Materia Medica: looking at chemical
constituents of plants
• Modalities of Healing
• Shamanic Journeying
• Principles of Homeopathy & Herbalism
• Wildcrafting & Identification
• Herbal Essences: Intro & Advanced
• Development of Intuitive Trust & Nature Awareness
• Working with the Frequencies of Wild Plants/Native Trees
PRACTICAL COURSES IN TRADITIONAL HERBAL MEDICINE,
BASIC AND ADVANCED.
629 HUIA ROAD, WAITAKERES WEST AUCKLAND 0604
PHONE: 09 816 8680 and 021 897 874
WEB: www.plantrhythms.co.nz

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES:
I felt a strong pull to leave Australia and come do Amy's Herbal medicine
apprenticeship in New Zealand. At the time I desired to learn more about the
healing properties of plants and how I could practically integrate the use of plants
into my life. Being someone who learnt easier through experience rather than text
books I felt connected to the course outline. I then came to understand through
doing the course that it was a deeply healing journey for myself that nourished my
own unique gifts with herbal medicine. There were many aspects to the journey
like meditation with plants, creative music with herbs, medicine and ointment
making and wild plant identification which brought in various paths of integration
of the huge amount of knowledge Amy offered. I feel so very grateful and honored
to have done the course. It changed my life and gave me precious tools that I have
used ever since. Amy's facilitation was really amazing as her level of awareness in
the group was very high and she was able to understand what was perfect for her
to offer the group for our growth and support. I loved it so much I did another
course with her to further my connection with plants. Thank you thank you thank
you Amy :)
C., Auckland, New Zealand.

I still think doing your course was the best thing that could ever have
happened to me. Putting me in touch with my soul again and the
oneness with everything around us.
J, South Island.

	
  

